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Adaptive Teacher, The: Faith-Based Strategies To Reach And Teach Learners With Disabilities
BK 269931
A
192 pp.
Barone, John E.
© 2019 Loyola Press
This resource empowers catechists to maximize the effectiveness of their lessons with concrete, ready-to-go strategies. It addresses crucial topics and
provides practical ideas to enrich any lesson, providing tools to foster a welcoming environment for all; understand the specific needs of learners with
disabilities; adapt the teaching approach for the benefit of all; develop effective communication strategies; and help learners build confidence, independence,
and ownership. Rich in practical application, the core message of The Adaptive Teacher is firmly rooted in the Good News confirming that every person is a
beloved child of God and a precious reflection of his infinite love. Additional resources include a common diagnoses glossary, a parish inclusivity checklist,
listing of Church documents, guide for people-first language, saints listing for people with disabilities, parent questionnaire, visual feelings dictionary, and
more.

Ask The Bishop: Questions And Answers Over The Years
BK 234583
I, J, S, YA, A
152 pp.
Monforton, Bishop Jeffrey M.
© 2020 Emmaus Road Publishing
Questions about the Catholic faith deserve serious answers, especially when they are posed by children. Bishop Jeffrey Monforton thoughtfully responds to
important questions asked by kindergartners through high schoolers. Questions are grouped according to the four pillars of the catechism: creed, liturgy, life in
Christ, and prayer.

Bones Of Saint Peter, The: First Full Account Of The Discovery Of The Apostle's Tomb
BK 270943
A
256 pp.
Walsh, John Evangelist
© 2011 Sophia Institute Press
In 1939, researchers, scholars, and scientists began sustained, systematic efforts to discover the truth regarding the bones of the apostle, St. Peter. This
archaeological task spanned thirty years. Carefully studying every known clue while literally unearthing others as they tunneled their way through a tangle of
ancient structures beneath the magnificent high altar of St. Peter's, they slowly unraveled the secrets surrounding the burial of St. Peter. This book is the true
story of how these determined researchers finally solved the puzzle of St. Peter's burial and rescued his bodily remains from centuries of oblivion.

Brick By Brick: Building A Strong Family That Won't Lose Their Faith In A Secular Culture
BK 241452
YA, A
220 pp.
Regnier Family, The
© 2019 Sophia Institute Press
With real-life stories, tons of humor, and practical advice, this three-generation family illustrates seven key principles of discipleship parenting that have borne
them great fruit. Grow in your understanding of God's purpose for the family, and be moved in your parenting and family life to raise children who have a
personal relationship with Jesus, live their faith dynamically, and develop evangelistic hearts. Each chapter concludes with reflection/action points.

Building The Way To Heaven: The Tower Of Babel And Pentecost
BK 200060
P, I
28 pp.
McKeegan, Maura Roan
© 2018 Emmaus Road Publishing
This rhyming book helps children learn to use the New Testament to unlock the door to secrets of the Old Testament using the Tower of Babel as a type for
Pentecost.

Celebrating A Holy Catholic Easter: A Guide To The Customs And Devotions Of Lent And The Season Of Christ's
Resurrection
BK 263426
A
224 pp.
Saunders, Rev. William
© 2020 TAN Books
This compendium of history, traditions, art, and spiritual practices helps you become familiar with the Catholic customs of Lent, Holy Week, and Easter.
Topics included are ashes; prayer, fasting, and almsgiving; beer and pretzels; Stations of the Cross; confession; the Solemnities of St. Joseph and the
Annunciation; Laetare Sunday; Saturday morning blessing of foods; and each of the major days of Holy Week and the Easter season through Pentecost.

Contagious Catholic, The: Art Of Practical Evangelization
BK 250201
YA, A
200 pp.
LeJeune, Marcel
© 2020 Ascension Press
Following Christ's own strategy and drawing from years of evangelization experience, Marcel LeJeune diagnoses the common problems that Catholics face
when it comes to sharing the Faith. This book offers simple but profound strategies to overcome these problems. Fruitful evangelization hinges on personal
renewal, commitment to Christ, and readiness to become the missionary disciples we are all called to be. Included at the end of each chapter are questions
for reflection and discussion.

Declaration On The Way: Church, Ministry, And Eucharist
BK

230526

YA, A
144 pp.
© 2015 Augsburg Fortress Publishers

https://www.elca.org/Declaration-on-the-Way
This document celebrates fifty years of international and regional Lutheran-Catholic dialogues and harvests the results of those efforts into Statements of
Agreement on church, ministry, and eucharist. It invites both communions to affirm the unity achieved through these agreements and establish church
practices that reflect this growth. Study guide can be downloaded at https://www.elca.org/Declaration-on-the-Way.

Discernment Of Spirits In Marriage: Ignatian Wisdom For Husbands And Wives
BK 241509
A
160 pp.
Gallagher, O.M.V., Timothy M.
© 2020 Sophia Institute Press
This book aims to free you from discouragement and assist you in finding peace in your spiritual life and in your marriage. Determine what is of God and what
is not and learn how the enemy works to discourage you in your daily spousal interactions in order to undermine both your spiritual growth and your marital
bond.
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Evangelizing The Parking Lot Parent: A Catechist's Guide To "Casual-Catechesis" For Families
BK 268004
A
64 pp.
McCormack, IHM, ED.D., Sr. Patricia M.
© 2021 Twenty-Third Publications
In this sequel to Engaging the Parking Lot Parent, Sr. Pat McCormack shows how catechists can meet parents where they are and serve as catalysts or
"midwives" who bring them into an encounter with Jesus. She also shows how ministers can help parents adapt their own experiences to making their homes
places of deep family faith and spiritual richness. Perhaps most important, she shows how catechists can help parents build supportive networks to build the
faith of the entire community.

Facing Difficult Social Issues In The Parish: A Gospel-Based Response For Pastoral Leaders And Teams
BK 250202
YA, A
32 pp.
Eipers, Carole M.
© 2020 Twenty-Third Publications
In every area of parish life, parish leaders face the challenges of racism, xenophobia, sexism, and other social sins. This booklet offers insights, ideas, and
inspiration around the complex issues of our times to help leaders and their parishes remain faithful to the mission of spreading the gospel and becoming
examples of justice, love, and compassion.

Faith Of The Early Church: An Ancient Apologetic For The New Evangelization
BK 270924
A
348 pp.
Gregoris, S.T.D., Nicholas L.
© 2015 New Hope Publications
This journey through the teachings of the Fathers of the church is intended for anyone interested in what the early Christians believed and practiced. The
reader may be surprised to discover how the teachings of the early Church correspond faithfully to the Deposit of Catholic and Apostolic Faith as we are
called to know, believe, and live today. Topics include the Councils of the Church, the Apostolic Fathers, the Canon of the Bible, the Didache, Church
Magisterium, and more.

Glimmers Of Grace: Moments Of Peace And Healing Following Sexual Abuse
BK 261179
A
176 pp.
Hakesley, Faith
© 2020 Our Sunday Visitor
Faith Hakesley was raped by a Catholic priest when she was eighteen years old. In this book, Faith shares what she has learned about the gifts God wants to
give victims on their journey of healing. Practical, personal, and versatile, this book accompanies readers step by step from acceptance to true freedom. Each
reflection includes a gratitude prompt, positive affirmation, achievable to-dos, and journaling questions to help you embrace each gift. Like Faith, you can
learn, slowly but surely, to see where and how God is speaking to you and find hope and healing after sexual abuse.

God Knows It's My Birthday
BK 200062
P
32 pp.
Burrin, Angela M.
© 2017 Word Among Us Press
This book helps children celebrate their birthday as they are reminded of how much God loves and cares for them. Children are introduced to scripture stories
that parallel the celebrations of their own birth and family life. Included are spaces for writing, drawing, and answering questions about themselves and their
families.

God Made Us Just Right
BK 200042
EC
18 pp.
Nolan, Allia Zobel
© 2021 Kregel Publications
Through playful illustrations and warmhearted rhymes, this board book will help children see that God has a reason for creating each of us differently.
Discover that our Creator loves diversity and designed us to be who we are, from our nose to our toes!

History Of The Church In One Hundred Objects, A
BK 270922
S, YA, A
424 pp.
Aquilina, Mike
© 2017 Ave Maria Press
Mike Aquilina and his daughter Grace tell the Christian story through the examination of one hundred objects and places. Some, like Michelangelo's Pieta, are
priceless works of art. Others, like a union membership pin, do not hold much monetary value. But through each of them, the Aquilinas offer a memorable and
rewarding look at the history of the Church.

I Am With You: Lessons Of Hope And Courage In Times Of Crisis
BK 248828
YA, A
112 pp.
Dolan, Cardinal Timothy M.
© 2020 Loyola Press
Cardinal Timothy Dolan has three purposes in this book. One is to capture a moment in time when the Church has been challenged in ways never expected.
Another is to help us look back on this time and sense where God was present during the pandemic. The third is to help us look forward by reminding all of us
that whatever we are facing in life, Jesus is always with us. Each chapter offers a brief writing or talk from Cardinal Dolan, given in 2020, and Scripture
readings for reflection.

I Love You To The Stars: When Grandma Forgets, Love Remembers
BK 200065
P
32 pp.
Bowman, Crystal
© 2020 Kregel Publications
When Grandma comes to live with them, her grandson is happy. They put together puzzles, read books, and play with Sunny, Grandma's dog. Grandma
never misses a chance to tell him that she loves him "to the stars." But lately Grandma has not been the same. She does funny things like putting her shoes in
the bathtub, and not so funny things like getting lost and forgetting how to read. Mom explains that Grandma's brain has gotten sick, and it makes her forget
things. That means it is their job to remember for her and to make sure she always knows she is loved just as much as she loves them. Includes questions for
discussion and reflection with a caring adult.

I Wonder About The Good Shepherd
BK 200066
EC, P, I
40 pp.
Luetkemeyer, Jenny
© 2020 Holy Heroes, LLC
This beautifully illustrated book with rhyming text introduces children to the Good Shepherd and Psalm 23.
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Jesus Loves The Little Children: A Chosen Story
BK 200041
P
32 pp.
Jenkins, Dallas
© 2020 Beaver's Pond Press, Inc.
Abigail talks a lot, so when she meets Jesus for the first time, she talks about him to every kid she can find. Together the children gather at Jesus' campsite
and discover that even Abi, with all her words, could not have fully described the wonder, wisdom, and fun they would find there. Based on an episode of The
Chosen, this book will provide little readers with a new experience of Jesus through the eyes of children just like them as they encounter his kindness, his
sense of humor, his availability, and his love for them.

Let Go: Seven Stumbling Blocks To Christian Discipleship
BK 248604
YA, A
160 pp.
Cole, OFM, Casey
© 2020 Franciscan Media
If we wish to follow Jesus, we must let go. This book challenges you to let go of something more difficult than material wealth: expectations, anxiety, comfort,
wounds, enemies, power, and our very selves. Speaking from both personal and pastoral experience, the author outlines the stumbling blocks that turn us
away from following Jesus as true disciples. Questions for reflection and discussion are included with each chapter.

Life And Glories Of Saint Joseph, The
BK 270607
YA, A
516 pp.
Thompson, MA, Edward Healy
© 1980 TAN Books
This book, based mainly on Scripture, but supported also by Sacred Tradition and the deposition of saints, is a carefully reasoned analysis of the entirety of
St. Joseph's role in the history of Salvation and the life of the Church. It is astounding in both its scope and profundity. It is especially applicable for husbands,
fathers, and working men.

Listening For God: Silence Practice For Little Ones
BK 200051
EC, P
32 pp.
Warner, Katie
© 2021 TAN Books
Beginning with the story from the Bible when Elijah hears God in a still, small voice (1 Kings 19:11-12), this book offers children a fun and interactive way to
learn to make silence a regular staple of prayer time. Parents will discover how they can help young children to cultivate the priceless gift of silence in prayer.

Little Douglings: A Gift Of Myself - Living Selfless Love In My Family
BK 200010
P, I
24 pp.
Douglas, Carrisa
© 2020 Scepter Publishers, Inc.
This book presents the teaching of John Paul II on the theology of the body so children might learn that the total giving of self to the other is discovered first
through the family. The authentic meaning of human love and the gift of self is illustrated through story, rhyme, and pictures. It helps children see in the
ordinary circumstances and relationships of family life the opportunity that God offers us daily to express selflessness in our love of others and thus discover
our true vocation as human beings.

Little Douglings: All Things New
BK 200011
P, I
24 pp.
Douglas, Carrisa
© 2015 Scepter Publishers, Inc.
This book on the Sacrament of Confession for children will help them look forward to the joy of having their sins forgiven, especially the hurts that happen in
family life. Full of insights about forgiveness, mercy, and the Sacrament of Forgiveness, it will encourage children and their parents to not be afraid of
Reconciliation.

Little Douglings: I Go To Jesus
BK 200009
P, I
24 pp.
Douglas, Carrisa
© 2017 Scepter Publishers, Inc.
Children will learn about the gift of being able to talk to Jesus anytime, anywhere, but especially when present with Jesus in the most excellent way in the Holy
Eucharist. Journey with children as they go before Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament for Eucharistic adoration and to receive the grace needed to help them
through the ordinary events of their day.

Liturgy And Sacraments In A COVID World: Renewal, Not Restoration
BK 264369
YA, A
184 pp.
Irwin, Kevin W.
© 2021 Paulist Press
This resource looks at abuses that have taken place in the liturgy both before, and as a result of, COVID. It suggests ways that the Church can use this time
as an opportunity to revisit the renewal of the liturgy and truly implement it rather than return to "business as usual."

Manly Art Of Raising A Daughter, The
BK 241520
YA, A
144 pp.
Migliorato, Alan
© 2018 Sophia Institute Press
This book offers support for raising strong, confident, God-centered daughters. The author believes men must lead their daughters as the Good Shepherd
leads. They must stop being overworked, out-of-touch fathers and become firm but gentle leaders of their homes. Among other things, you will learn how to
repair a damaged relationship with your daughter and wife; why it is important to know your daughter's friends; how to teach your daughter to put God first in
her life; three things you must know about dealing with your daughter's boyfriend; how to teach your daughter to defend herself physically, emotionally, and
spiritually; five signs of addiction to social media; and more. Each chapter ends with suggestion action steps and a challenge activity.

Meet Your Spiritual Father: A Brief Introduction To St. Joseph
BK 270605
YA, A
159 pp.
Miravalle, Mark
© 2017 Augustine Institute
This book can help you meet, or grow more deeply in love with, your spiritual father, St. Joseph. You will read testimonies to the greatness of St. Joseph that
come from various saints and popes and travel through the Old and New Testament events concerning Joseph. You will discover how the early Church
understood him, the development of devotion to St. Joseph during the Middle Ages, and the modern period with its emphasis on papal tributes and Marian
apparitions. Finally, you will look at the major forms of devotion by which you can grow closer to St. Joseph including personal consecration.
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Mentor's Handbook, The: How To Form Boys Into Inspiring And Capable Men
BK 241519
A
240 pp.
Henry, Rev. Peter M.
© 2018 Sophia Institute Press
This handbook offers sage advice on how to transform the boys you know into capable, inspiring, masculine young men. You will learn the indispensable
characteristics of an effective mentor, the central role of firm but gentle discipline in raising boys, how to develop in them the kind of self-confidence that
serves women, and how becoming a mentor will make you a better man, too.

Ministers And Martyrs: The Ultimate Catholic Guide To The Apostolic Age
BK 270940
A
160 pp.
Aquilina, Mike
© 2015 Sophia Institute Press
Based on the NBC television event A.D. The Bible Continues, this book looks at the lives and sacrifices of those first Christians who were given the task of
spreading the gospel to the ends of the earth. You will discover the beliefs of the early Christians, what they taught about the Eucharist and the divinity of
Christ, how their Church services resembled today's Mass, and how Rome became the spiritual center for Christianity. This book will give you confidence that
the Church is indeed Christ acting in the world and that no matter how ruthless her opponents, she will endure to the end of time.

Music And Meaning In The Mass
BK 264367
YA, A
160 pp.
Cardinall, Annamaria
© 2020 Sophia Institute Press
This book is a guide for all parish musicians through the principles that help draw congregants into active participation in the Mass. Rather than advocating
any particular musical style in the liturgy, it is a means of enlivening Eucharistic devotion and elevating awareness of the theological realities of the Mass,
particularly with regard to the function of the musical responses. It discusses why music is capable of conveying meaning, three principles that ensure musical
choices are in accord with the truth of the sacred texts, four keys to choosing an entrance hymn, a three-step examination of conscience for musicians, how
musical choices impact a congregation's willingness to sing, how an instrument's ability to sustain notes directly impacts the participation of the faithful, and
why instrumentation matters.

One Hundred-One Surprising Facts About Church History
BK 270925
A
107 pp.
Meconi, S.J., Rev. David Vincent
© 2016 Saint Benedict Press
From economic and mercantile developments to scientific and astronomical advances, from the cataloging of zoological and botanical species to the
cherishing of beautiful music and fine arts, this book shows you why the Catholic Church stands as the greatest promoter of human culture and knowledge.
Journey through two thousand years of amazing achievements and contributions by the Church and her many sons and daughters. Illustrated, and
chronologically arranged, this work is a reliable guide through centuries of Church figures, facts, and fun.

Online With Saints
BK 270588
J, S, YA, A
256 pp.
Remery, Rev. Michael
© 2020 Our Sunday Visitor
https://www.onlinewithsaints.com/
Discover more than one hundred saints from around the world: women and men, carpenters and scholars, mothers and popes, princes and paupers. The
stories of these saints are linked to modern questions such as Why does God not answer our prayers and help the sick? Why do I even have to be
confirmed? Why are Christians so gloomy? Is superstition really that bad? Is God's love really stronger than any evil? As a Catholic should I ignore gay
people? What is the secret to Mary's total trust in God? Saints and questions are included under the following topics: Saints, God's Will, Vocation, Mission,
Multimedia, Life and Faith, Fashion, Creation, Society, Church, Prayer, Supplication, Sacraments, Doubt, Bible, Desolation, Relationship, Forgiving, and
Mary. (Visit onlinewithsaints.com to download free app version.)

Radical Saints: Twenty-One Women For The Twenty-First Century
BK 270021
YA, A
160 pp.
Rigney, Melanie
© 2020 Franciscan Media
This book features twenty-one saints who walked the earth in the twentieth century and were canonized in the twenty-first. Each chapter tells the story of one
woman's radical gift and the world in which she lived. You will also find stories of everyday women who are living these gifts in ways large and small today.
Chapters include questions to inspire journaling and prayer.

Raising Chaste Catholic Men: Practical Advice, Mom To Mom (Expanded Second Edition)
BK 241517
A
168 pp.
Miller, Leila
© 2018 Holy Heroes, LLC
This book offers practical strategies for empowering the boys in your family to become the men that God has created them to be. Having raised several sons,
the author speaks from experience and with great compassion. She knows the challenges every mother faces and offers sound advice and proven solutions
for training boys to become Godly men. Chapters topics include being a parent and friend, handling issues of LGBTQ, chastity before and after marriage,
masturbation, fear, pop culture, and more.

Return: How To Draw Your Child Back To The Church (Second Edition)
BK 241397
YA, A
216 pp.
Vogt, Brandon
© 2021 Word On Fire Catholic Ministries
If you are concerned about your child who has stopped going to Mass or found another religion or maybe even no longer believes in God, this book will offer
you a game plan for bringing your child back. Return will offer you help, even if your child does not seem interested, tunes you out, ignores your pleas, and
does not want to discuss religion.

Saint Joseph Prayer Book
BK

242680

YA, A
101 pp.
© 2020 TAN Books
This book contains nearly one hundred pages of prayers to St. Joseph, inspirational quotes about him from the saints, devotions, and novenas from the
Church's Tradition to help you grow in holiness and deepen your devotion to St. Joseph.
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School Of Nazareth, The: A Spiritual Journey With St. Joseph
BK 270606
YA, A
102 pp.
Hartfiel, Mark
© 2016 Paradisus Dei
Join St. Joseph for this thirty-day journey to discover how to become a man after God's own heart. Each of the thirty days offers a reflection on the virtuous
life of St. Joseph, thoughts for personal reflection, and prayer.

Spouse Who Prays, A: Guide To Praying For Your Spouse And Your Marriage
BK 241405
YA, A
65 pp.
Warner, Katie
© 2019 KatieWarner.com
This book is a simple but transformative little journal to guide you in praying for your spouse. It will give you the motivation and tools you need. The journal
includes fifty-two unique special intentions for your spouse, one on each page (for each week of the year), Scripture verses and quotes to reflect on, space for
writing specific intentions and spiritual bouquets you want to offer for your spouse, and recommendations for how to use the journal and prayer ideas.

St. Patrick's Day
BK 270047
P
32 pp.
Gibbons, Gail
© 1994 Holiday House
This book helps children discover the story of St. Patrick and learn about the many traditions, symbols, and customs of the celebration of St. Patrick's Day and
the people of Ireland.

Story Of Saint Patrick's Day Board Book, The
BK 270022
EC, P
22 pp.
Pingry, Patricia A.
© 2013 CandyCane Press
In simple language, this board book helps create the connection between the story of the life of St. Patrick and the way the holiday is celebrated today.

Through The Year With Jesus: Gospel Readings And Reflections For Children
BK 200058
P, I
232 pp.
Bogner, Katherine
© 2021 Emmaus Road Publishing
This book offers gospel readings for each week of the liturgical year, along with tools for reflection, discussion, and prayer. It gives opportunities for
discovering who Jesus is and for better understanding Catholic teaching about his life and mission. It includes weekly gospel readings, prompts for each of
the steps of lectio divina and questions for journaling, sacred art for visio divina, ideas for living out the gospel reflection, as well as stories of saints and many
rich Catholic traditions.

Timeless: A History Of The Catholic Church
BK 270923
A
576 pp.
Weidenkopf, Steve
© 2018 Our Sunday Visitor
https://www.osvcatholicbookstore.com/product/timeless-a-history-of-the-catholic-church
Using drama, intrigue, promise, love, hope, and heartache, this is a fresh retelling of a story you thought you knew. This easy-to-read, not-your-average
history book introduces you to the vivid, dynamic story of God's work in the world since Pentecost. Along the way, you will meet the weird, wonderful, and
always fascinating heroes and villains of our Catholic family tree. By learning this history, you will be better prepared to make sense of our world, know Christ
better, and understand where you fit in the greatest story ever told. It includes a study guide which can also be downloaded at OSV.

What Every Catholic Should Know: Being Catholic
BK 234515
YA, A
244 pp.
Andres, Suzie
© 2020 Ignatius Press
What Every Catholic Should Know is a series intended for the average faithful Catholic who wants to know more about Catholic faith and culture. Being
Catholic focuses on those doctrines, customs, traditions, and practices which have been, for centuries, at the very heart of Catholic faith and practice. Topics
covered include the seven sacraments, the layout of a church, details and process of the Mass, Catholic doctrine on Mary, the Communion of Saints, angels,
the liturgical year, the magisterium, and different rites (Latin, Byzantine, Alexandrian, etc.)

When The Church Was Young: Voices Of The Early Fathers
BK 270941
A
304 pp.
D'Ambrosio, Marcellino
© 2014 Servant Books
The Church Fathers provide the answers to our faith questions that cannot be found in the Bible. Discover how they defined the biblical canon, hammered out
the Creed, and gave us our understanding of sacraments and salvation. This book dusts off the dry theology and brings you the exciting stories and great
heroes such as Ambrose, Augustine, Basil, Athanasius, Chrysostom, and Jerome. It will inspire and challenge you with the lives and insights of these seminal
teachers from when the Church was young.

Ascension Lenten Companion, The: A Personal Encounter With The Power Of The Gospel: Year B
DV 31703
YA, A
61 min.
Troups, Rev. Mark
© 2020 Ascension Press
This prayer resource includes daily Gospel meditations, journal prompts, prayers, original artwork, and weekly videos to help guide and inspire you throughout
the Lenten season. It invites you to open your heart to how Jesus is speaking to you each day of Lent to create a transformative retreat experience that will
help you have the best Lent ever. (Includes DVD with videos for Ash Wednesday, five weeks of Lent, and Holy Week as well as companion prayer journal.)

Brother Francis Presents: Jesus Is Coming - The Blessings Of Advent And Christmas
DV 31704.1

EC, P
28 min.
© 2020 Herald Entertainment, Inc
Join Brother Francis in this special episode that helps children understand why and how we celebrate the Advent and Christmas seasons. This episode
includes Why Advent - a clear presentation of what it means to observe this wonderful time as we anticipate the coming of Jesus, Clap Your Hands and
Someone Important Is Coming - two joyful ditties full of meaning and fun, The Christmas Season - an explanation of what this season is about and how we
celebrate the entire season in faith and hope, Ring the Bells! - an inspiring visualized song that celebrates the One who came to bring us salvation. (English
subtitles)
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Brother Francis Presents: The Kingdom - God's Reign On Earth As It Is In Heaven
DV 31705.1

EC, P
25 min.
© 2020 Herald Entertainment, Inc
Join Brother Francis in this special episode to learn about God's Kingdom in the here and now and what our role in it is as His children, knights, and
ambassadors. This episode includes The Knights and the Dragon - What happens when a kingdom is suddenly attacked by a fire-breathing dragon? How do
the knights save it? The Good and Bad Seeds: An entertaining depiction of Jesus' parable as told in the gospels; The King of Kings - Learn some titles of
Jesus that reflect his Lordship in this catchy, animated tune; We Are the Knights of the Royal Household - Join the triumphant throng of dedicated followers of
King Jesus as we march together to bring God's light to the world in this joyous visualized song. (English and Spanish subtitles)

My Time With Jesus: Ash Wednesday
DV 31706.1

P
30 min.
© 2019 EWTN Publishing, Inc
In this series, four children time-travel back to New Testament days, taking part in the Gospel stories and learning prayers, teachings, and traditions of the
Catholic Faith. Ash Wednesday - Exactly why do Catholics practice fast and abstinence during Lent? In this episode Fr. Carlos and Sister Lucia teach their
young charges about the traditions of the Lenten season dating back centuries. They highlight how Ash Wednesday signifies repentance for our sins and an
opportunity to be forgiven through God's grace.

Catholic Name-it!
GM 04214

P, I, J, S, YA, A
© 2020 Holy Heroes, LLC
When playing the Catholic Name-it! game you learn the name and meanings of Catholic objects and gestures. Each circular card includes eight of the fiftyseven symbols, but only one symbol will match between any two cards. To win, be the first to match a symbol on your card with a symbol on the top card from
the center pile of cards, name it, and claim the card. The player with the most cards wins. (two to eight players, ages six to adult.) Includes fifty-seven cards,
rules for five fast-paced and fun games, and a listing of all fifty-seven objects, symbols, and gestures, along with their names and meanings. (Also available:
Catholic Name-it! Master List: BK #201609.)

Fun - Fact - Faith
GM 04215

P, I, J, S, YA, A
© 2020 Herald Entertainment, Inc
Fun - Fact - Faith includes three games. Catholic Trivia offers questions on three difficulty levels to test your knowledge of the Church, its beliefs, and
traditions. Bible Charades tests your acting skills and bible knowledge as you act out bible stories using the given bible references. Who Am I? - Use the clues
provided to guess the bible character being described. (Recommended for ages six and up, 2 or more players, includes 60 cards with three activities on each
card -- one from each game.)

Holy Week Nesting Boxes
KA

04765

EC, P
Oriental Trading
Help kids understand and learn the sequence of events and significance of Holy Week with these nesting blocks. The first day starts with the smallest box. It
includes images and a description of Palm Sunday. The remaining blocks include images and descriptions of The Last Supper, The Garden of Gethsemane,
Jesus' Trial, Jesus Dies, The Empty Tomb, and Jesus Is Alive. (7 pcs.) (Nesting box sizes range from 2-1/4" - 8-1/4")

Holy Week Puzzle Blocks
KA

04764

EC, P
© 2018 Oriental Trading
These religious puzzle blocks show six different scenes of the events of Holy Week, including the entry of Jesus into Jerusalem with palm leaves, the Last
Supper, his death and his resurrection. To create the scenes, you must twist, turn, and stack the blocks to complete the puzzle correctly. Pieces could also be
used to create grid drawings. (9 pcs.) (Puzzle blocks are 2-1/2" x 2-1/2" x 2-1/2".)

Mother Teresa Story Cards
KA

04760

I, J
© 2020 Our Sunday Visitor
When placed together, side by side, the cards from this set form a large illustration of the life of Saint Teresa of Calcutta. Each individual flashcard-sized piece
features an event in her life, while the reverse side tells a story and includes questions, Scripture, and an activity to help children learn to follow Jesus like
Mother Teresa did.

Saint Francis Of Assisi Story Cards
KA

04761

I, J
© 2020 Our Sunday Visitor
When placed together, side by side, the cards from this set form a large illustration of Saint Francis of Assisi's life. Each individual flashcard-sized piece
features an event in the great saint's life, while the reverse side tells a story and includes questions, Scripture, and an activity to help children learn to love
Jesus like Saint Francis did.

Saint John Paul II Story Cards
KA

04762

I, J
© 2020 Our Sunday Visitor
When placed together, side by side, the cards from this set form a large illustration of the life of Pope Saint John Paul II. Each individual flashcard-sized piece
features an event in his life, while the reverse side tells a story and includes questions, Scripture, and an activity to help children learn to follow Jesus like
Saint John Paul II did.

April 22, 2021
EC=Early Childhood, P=Primary, I=Intermediate, J=Junior High, S=Senior High, YA=Young Adult, A=Adult
AD=Audio Disc, BK=Book, BR=Reference Book, CD=CD, CR=CD-Rom, DV=DVD, GM=Game, KA=Kit, OA=Online Activity (for participant),
OC=Online Catechetical Presentation, OL=Online Link, OR=Online Resources and Reference, OT=Online Tool, OV=Online Video, PO=Poster, VC=VHS, VS=Hispanic VHS
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Saint Thérése Of Lisieux Story Cards
KA

04763

I, J
© 2020 Our Sunday Visitor
When placed together, side by side, the cards from this set form a large illustration of the life of the Little Flower, St. Thérèse. Each individual flashcard-sized
piece features an event in her life, while the reverse side tells a story and includes questions, Scripture, and an activity to help children learn to love Jesus like
St. Thérèse did.

Three Sided Wheel
OL

51145

P, I, J, S, YA, A
© 2021 Three Sided Wheel

https://threesidedwheel.wordpress.com/printables/
Find a variety of ideas with free printables for celebrating feasts and the liturgical year.

Easter Song: Remember Me!
OV 51143

P, I
© 2012 YouTube

3 min.

https://safeshare.tv/x/ss601e962d7d800#
This animated music video shares the story of the Last Supper of Jesus and his command to remember him through the sharing of the Eucharist and giving
our lives in sacrifice and service as he did.

April 22, 2021
EC=Early Childhood, P=Primary, I=Intermediate, J=Junior High, S=Senior High, YA=Young Adult, A=Adult
AD=Audio Disc, BK=Book, BR=Reference Book, CD=CD, CR=CD-Rom, DV=DVD, GM=Game, KA=Kit, OA=Online Activity (for participant),
OC=Online Catechetical Presentation, OL=Online Link, OR=Online Resources and Reference, OT=Online Tool, OV=Online Video, PO=Poster, VC=VHS, VS=Hispanic VHS
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